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Youth Uniform Review 
Please tick three boxes of your choice on the Youth 
Uniform Review Form (see back cover and page 2 
for details and mailing instructions). 

Photographs of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts from Canada, New Zealand, United Kingdom 

and the United States of America are printed with kind permission. 



CHIEF COMMISSIONER'S MESSAGE 

From the 
World Conference 

THE theme of the 29th 

World Conference of 

the World Association 

of Girl Guides and Girl 

Scouts (WAGGGS) 

which has just ended in Wolfville, 

Canada, was New Perspectives. We 

have all been encouraged to have new 

perspectives on many issues to help us 

focus on the membership of such a 

diverse group which comprises the 

World Association of Girl Guides and 

Girl Scouts, now numbering 136 full and 

associate members. 

In particular our relationship with the 

World Organisation of the Scout 

Movement (WOSM) and the 

involvement of men and boys has 

inspired passionate debate. This is an 

issue which is still to have a satisfactory 

outcome for all member organisations. 

The Canadians were extremely 

hospitable and friendly. The local people 

of Wolfville have been welcoming too, 

with many local shops featuring 

wonderful window displays of Canadian 

guiding items. 

Our young delegate, Melissa 

Anderson, was inspired to see that 

women (and a couple of men) from so 

many diverse backgrounds are focussed 

on and committed to the new mission  

statement of WAGGGS  'to enable girls 

and young women to develop their 

fullest potential as responsible 

citizens of the world'. 

The conference covered a wide 

range of issues from membership to the 

use of technology. Technology, however, 

has caused some problems—electronic 

voting, which was used for the first time, 

proved unreliable at times. 

However, the over-riding impression 

was of an exciting, diverse and vibrant 

organisation which can and will help the 

girls and young women of the world to 

have new perspectives about the 

possibilities for the future. 

This was highlighted by the 

inspirational address from Dr Roberta 

Bondar who, as an astronaut, is 

probably the most widely travelled guide 

in the world. She told us how guiding 

helped her to achieve her dream. 

We, in Australia, have faced new 

perspectives this year; it is vital that we 

focus on our mission and follow our 

dreams. 

Janette Lockhart Gibson 
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NATIONAL UPDATE 

Tell us what you want to wear! 

A YOUTH UNIFORM REVIEW COMMITTEE has been 

devised to find out what guides want to wear. 

To give you an idea of what our sister guides are wearing, the 

inside back and front cover of this issue depicts what guides are 

wearing in Canada, England, New Zealand and the USA. 

Please show these illustrations to the girls in your unit, 

and encourage them to discuss what they'd like to wear. 

Copy the survey form printed on the back cover for each girl in your unit. We 

need both their opinions and the opinions of their friends (not necessarily 

guides), in case the uniform is a barrier to entry. Please encourage parents to 

help the younger girls to fill in forms, as we value parents' comments too. 

Program idea 

Ask the girls to devise a way to present their ideas of the ideal uniform: drawing 

painting or making newspaper cut-outs are just some of the techniques they 

could use. Encourage them to fill out the survey forms and post them, in one 

envelope, to the Youth Uniform Review Committee, Girl Guide State Office, 

PO Box 739, Fortitude Valley Queensland 4006. 

WIN! 

As an incentive, units can enter the 'Design a complete Guide Uniform' 

competition and win the newest publication, A Leader's Guide to the Australian 

Guide Program for your unit. Entries can be drawn, painted or sketched and 

newspaper cut-outs will be accepted. Send entries to Design a Guide Uniform, 

Guides Australia. PO Box 6, Strawberry Hills NSW 2012 by 30 September 1996. 

As an added incentive for the girls to complete this survey quickly, the returned 

forms will go into a draw to win vouchers to the value of $100 and $50, 

redeemable at a guide retail outlet. 

All survey forms need to be returned by 30 September 1996 to Youth Uniform 

Review Committee, Girl Guide State Office, PO Box 739, Fortitude Valley, 

Queensland 4006. Thank you for supporting Guides Australia. 

Publication 

A Leader's Guide to the Australian 

Guide Program has been produced to 

assist leaders with the Australian Guide 

Program. This eight page pack is the 

first in a series which has been compiled 

by the Australian Training Team. 

It is a must for every leader, old or 

new to Guiding, as it clearly illustrates 

the leader's role in the new program. 

This publication is available from 

your Guide Shop now and you will be 

surprised how little it costs! 

GiA September 1996 

Position Vacant 
Victoria 

GUIDES 
AUSTRALIA 

State Executive Officer  

The State Executive Officer, 

managing a staff of 15, reports to 

the State Commissioner and is 

responsible for the effective and 

efficient management of the 

financial, legal, administrative, 

retail, public relations and 

marketing affairs of Guides 

Victoria. 

Business acumen and well 

developed modern management 

and leadership skills and 

experience are required for this 

challenging role. Computer 

literacy, communication and solid 

team building skills, and the 

ability to work with volunteers, 

both individually and within a 

committee structure, are 

essential. 

Tertiary qualifications are 

preferable, ideally in business 

related disciplines and 

experience in association 

management is preferred. 

Appropriate salary and 

benefits package will be provided 

to attract the desired candidate 

for this rewarding role. Written 

applications in strict confidence 

should be addressed to: 

Mrs Heather Barton, State 

Commissioner, Guides Victoria, 

20 Russell Street, Melbourne 

3000, or fax: (03) 9886 5032. 

T-shirt! 

A fabulous selection of T-shirts for all 

ages have been especially designed to 

coincide with the launch of the new 

Australian Guide Program. 

The T-shirts, as depicted on the front 

cover of this month's GiA, range from a 

fun design for the younger ones to a 

stylish design for young women and 

adults. Available in a range of colours 

and sizes. Check your Guide Shop for 

availability. Non-guiding people will love 

them too! 
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From the 	Zile 

Sangam desk  TRAVE I 

MARGO BROWNING 
Director, Girl Guides 

Where are you going? Pune, 180 
kilometres south-east of Bombay. 
Purpose? The Girl Guides have four 
world centres - London, Switzerland, 
Mexico and India. Essentially, they 
are conference centres, used for 
training members of the world wide 
Guide community. I am to head the 
Indian centre, Sangam, which runs 
about seven training sessions a year. 
Duration? Three years. 
Expected highlights? It is quite easy 
to catch a bus or train to surrounding 
hill-stations which are usually very 
historic, having been used in summer 
by the British during the Raj. Many, 
like Mahabelshwar near Pune, are 
now guesthouses. 
Expected lowlights 
I will miss friends and family but my 
going has given everyone an excuse 
to visit India. I am not looking forward 
to the opressive summer heat. 
Comments: Girl Guides are still alive 
and well! Sangam offers women from 
all over the world the opportunity to 
experience fun, friendship and self-
growth in an international environ-
ment. Being involved in a place that 
fosters cultural understanding 
between many different people will 
be very satisfying. 

Compiled by Sara Conde. 

DOES THE 
PROMISE 
BADGE 
HAVE TO BE 
WORN 
WHEN 
SWIMMING? 

A No, it would be 
dangerous to 
wear the 
Promise badge 
when swimming! 

WORLD UPDATE 

Greetings from the 

Sangam desk. Allow me to introduce 

myself. My name is Margo Browning 

and I am about to become the Guider-

in-Charge at Sangam, India, one of the 

four World Centres. I have spent the last 

five years guiding in Tasmania, with 

most of my previous guiding life spent in 

New South Wales. 

As I write, I am enjoying my last few 

days of cold weather in Australia. As 

you read this letter I will be savouring 

the warmth of the Indian autumn! 

During September, Jane Pennington 

and I will be sharing the leadership role, 

and then Jane will be returning to 

Melbourne for a well deserved rest. 

Celebrating Sangam's 30th birthday will 

be our main focus during this time, 

joining with friends and former staff 

members from around the world. 

Did you read about the Sangam 

Sparkle Fund in the June issue of GiA? 

Why not have a birthday party in your 

unit and contribute to people's 

awareness of Sangam, and perhaps the 

Sparkle Fund at the same time. One of 

the new Try-It Kit sheets focuses on 

Sangam, with ideas you could use in the 

unit. It is my hope that the Sparkle Fund 

may become a source we can rely on to 

help with the maintenance Sangam so 

desperately needs. 

Stay tuned to this spot for future 

installments—what can we do as 

women to contribute to world peace? 

How do people from different countries 

camp? Can we really offer service to the 

people of our local community in Pune? 

Namaste (that's greetings/blessings 

in Hindi). 

Margo Browning, Guider-in-Charge 

Sangam, India 

Olave Award winners! 

The World Association of Girl Guides 

and Girl Scouts is pleased to announce 

that the Guias Mayores del Distrito de 

Nova Friburgo of the Federacao das 

Bandeirantes do Brasil is the winner of 

the Olave Award 1995. 

The winning project took place in the 

Mata Atlantica region where ranger 

guides, deprived families and street 

children in the community worked 

together to improve the quality of life of 

families in Morro das Contas. They 

taught skills for a healthier life, 

developed alternative methods of 

agriculture and cooperative systems, 

and promoted awareness and 

conservation of natural resources. 

Jan Holt, Director 

World Bureau 

Sexy handbooks! 

The Girl Guides handbook has been 

banned by order of an African 

president—for being too sexy. 

Kenyan President, Daniel arap Moi 

stopped distribution of Family Life, 

published by the Guides Association, 

because it talks frankly about family 

planning. 

Despite Kenya's soaring population 

growth rate, Moi said the book was 

immoral and promoted promiscuity. "It 

talks about sex and I direct that the book 

be removed from the shelves. 

Ed. This article appeared in a local 

newspaper in Bulawayo, Kenya. 
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Lone unit 

AUSTRALIAN GUIDE PROGRAM 

The proposed 10-50s 
PROGRAM 

So, what's all this about a new program for 18-30s? 

At the 1996 Program and Training Conferences, Rangers and Young 

Leaders over the age of 18 were given two options. One: to become 

Guides under an extension of the youth program, or two: to become 

leaders. Neither suited, so a proposed new personal development 

program was created exclusively for the 18-30 year olds. 

At the June 1996 Australian Executive meeting it was agreed "That a 

new program for members aged 18-30 years be developed". 

The following are some of the proposed ideas as well as some items 

for discussion. 

have changing time commitments, 

changes of address or someone who 

simply prefers the contact style of !ones. 

Lines of communication will be 

established in each state and as 

registers in the age group become 

available all members will be included 

and receive information. 

P roposed lines of communication 

S o, what's new? 

What's new is that this program will be 

owned by and administered by the 

participating young women. 

It is proposed that membership is 

automatic for women of Guides 

Australia aged between 18 and 30. 

This doesn't mean they would have to 

participate in everything, it simply 

means they are privy to the information 

and opportunities extended to the age 

group. 

This information will come through 

channels operated by, and unique to, 

the program. Consider these examples: 

V A young woman is an active member 

of the program, has developed her 

own path of personal development 

through available awards and attends 

regular peer group meetings. She 

receives all information particular to 

the age group at these meetings. 

V A young woman is displaced from 

her unit—for example, she may leave 

her hometown to go to university. 

She remains attached to the unit and 

attends unit events and activities  

when able. She still receives all 

information through the unit. 

V A young woman is a leader, following 

a training and warranting path. She 

has contact with a unit and does 

adult badges to enhance her 

personal development. She attends 

unit events when she can and 

receives all information. 

V A young woman is a leader with no 

unit participation. She receives 

information particular to her age from 

a unit given the responsibility of 

distributing information. (Discretion 

of geographical council as to which 

unit is responsible.) 

NOTE: The member, at a later stage, 

may wish to complete the 18 to 30 

peak achievement award—the Olave 

Baden Powell Award. 

At this stage the young woman will 

have to negotiate the level of 

commitment and make contact with a 

peer unit for peer assessment. 

For all these women the information 

and resources they are able to tap into 

are the same. 

Lones are one way the needs of 

members can be accommodated who 

Lone unit 

Geographical 
Area Council 

Geographical 
Area Council 

State 
Executive 

What stays the same? 

All the obvious things like our Promise 

and Law, the fun, the friendships, the 

adventure, the opportunities and the 

challenges. 

Service is still important as is the 

Olave Baden Powell Award. 

The OBP still requires a regular 

commitment to a peer group for 

assessment. 

We still wear a uniform. 

State 18 to 
30 Council 

GiA September 1996 	
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AUSTRALIAN GUIDE PROGRAM 

What does a program for 18 to 30 

year olds need to contain? 

II Promise and Law 

The Promise and Law are unique to 

Guides Australia as are many long 

standing traditions, history and ways 

of going about things. 

II An age group-18 to 30 

All leaders and young women are 

part of this program and may develop 

their own personal interests with the 

program. 

Membership of a peer group is 

flexible as are the age ranges in each 

peer group. One unit may be aged 18 

to 25, another 25 to 30, another 18 to 

20. It will depend on demographics, 

traditions, history of existing units and 

the needs of the unit and its 

members. 

The upper limit of 30 years was 

proposed for the following reasons: 

• States currently recognise young 

leaders and youth up to 30 years. 

• Many opportunities are currently 

advertised for young leaders and 

members up to 30 years. 

Recognition within the Association 

Visual recognition through the 

wearing of a uniform along with 

recognition that the program is self 

governed and owned by its members. 

The program, like the youth program, 

covers an age span of 12 years and, 

like the youth program, will develop in 

its own right. 

II Award system, qualifications and 

training 

A peak achievement award and 

badges which recognise an 

increasing skill and development 

level. This will be personal and 

attached to Guides Australia's 

training program. 

What do we need to decide? 

• A name for the program. 

• Uniform options—should we wear 

leaders' uniform with an identifying 

feature such as a scarf or badge or 

something else? 

• Structure and content of the award 

system. 

• Lines of communication and decision 

making process, for example, how 

will groups be structured, and built 

into the national, state, regional 

boundaries and how will decisions be 

made within this structure? 

The above proposals. 

These issues need to be discussed 

with all young women aged 18-30 

years. Results from these discussions 

should be forwarded to Linda Wilkinson, 

Australian Youth Adviser via your State 

Executive Officers by the end of 

September 1996. These views will be 

collated, and in conjunction with the 

Program and Training Conferences 

representatives for the 18 plus program 

will be formulated for further consultation 

and voting in states. 

Kate Moore, Program Conference 

Representative, New South Wales 

The only way is 

ahead and the 

young women of 

Australian Guiding 

are moving in that 

direction with a 

program owned by 

them, for them. 
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Elena Kerry with her certificate. 

Photo: Sister Una Gruhl, South Australia. 

EAST Metropolitan Trefoil Guild in 

South Australia recently bestowed 

Life Membership of their guild on their 

oldest member, Elena Kerry, aged 93 

years. 

Known as Kerry, she attends all 

meetings and loves making posies and 

sprays for presentations. She often 

made little nick-nacks at Christmas and 

always arrives with flowers or plants 

from her garden. Kerry has been a 

great help on trading tables and other 

fund raisers. Over her many years of 

involvement in guiding, Kerry has been 

region secretary, a badge assessor 

and a trefoil guild member for the last 

15 years. 

At the time of the presentation, 

Kerry was in the Royal Adelaide 

Hospital. The presentation came as a 

big surprise to Kerry and a great 

attraction at the hospital! Four 

members, dressed in trefoil guild 

uniform, presented Mrs Kerry with a 

certificate to commemorate the 

occasion, and had a celebratory 

afternoon tea at the hospital. 

Edna Shipley 

East Metropolitan Trefoil Guild 

South Australia 

FEATURE 

A blanket 
for the Salvos 
THE 1st Hamersley Brownie Guides 

	

in Perth, Western Australia, set 
	

upon the local Holycross 

The leader then called 

	

themselves a challenge for second term 
	

Anglican Ladies Group to 

	

this year—to learn to knit. Not an 
	

come along to the unit 

	

important skill some might say—but it is. 	meetings to teach the brownie 

	

It still remains a life skill that needs to be 	guides how to knit. They were 

	

passed down from generation to 
	

delighted to do so. 

	

generation to help keep the winter chills 
	

Amazingly, every brownie 

at bay! 
	

guide has learnt to knit, and 

	

The brownie guides decided they 
	

the blanket will soon be a 

	

would learn to knit squares to make a 
	reality 	thanks 	to 	the 

	

blanket, which they would donate to the 
	

community spirit that has 

	

Salvation Army. First, to get the wool. A 
	

prevailed amongst us all this 

term. letter to a local radio station produced 

	

instant results and wool came flooding 
	

Lindsey Loney, Leader 

	

in. All donors seemed to have had some 
	

1st Hamersley Brownie 

Guides, past affiliation with brownie guides and 

	

the leader spent a delightful afternoon 
	

Western Australia 	Proudfoot how to knit. Photo: Western Australia. 

collecting the wool and listening to fond 

brownie guide stories of years gone by. 

Life Member 

GiA September 1996 	
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FEATURE 

Guides can do anything 
recruitin 

EARLIER this year my daughter, Denise, had a friend, 

Jacquelin, staying for the weekend. Our Deputy State 

Commissioner dropped in for a meeting and mentioned 

needing two more guides for a guard of honour at a church 

parade the next day. Denise happily volunteered but was 

worried about leaving Jacquelin, a 'non-guide', out. Not a 

problem—we could dress her up as a guide. 

They managed to find a spare uniform to fit and walked to 

Jacquelin's home to get her school shoes! Nobody would have 

been any the wiser except that Denise very proudly told 

everyone about her friend the 'pretend' guide. 

About a week later, Wendy, our other unit leader, was 

leaving home for guides when her sister arrived with two 

children in tow."Thanks for babysitting. Wendy," she said. "But 

you didn't ask me and I am about to go to guides," Wendy 

replied. "Oh no. I'm sorry, I forgot!" 

"Not to worry. Phoebe and her sister can come along with me." 

Well ... a few months later we held a Promise ceremony for 

six new guides. Four came to us from the brownie guide unit 

and the other two? Yes, you guessed it ... Jacquelin and 

Phoebe are now REAL guides who came to us by accident. 

They seem to be enjoying what we are doing and we certainly 

hope they continue to do so. Phoebe has helped us to become 

a more flexible unit within the new program guidelines as she 

is only nine years old. 

Denise continues to recruit her friends and another has 

joined us this term. Do you have any other methods for 

recruiting new members? Readers would love to hear about 

them. 

Vicki Dow 

Tasmania 

Note: Phoebe's little sister has talked her mum into letting her 

join the Brownie Guide Unit! 

to boom-netting! 
RAVENSHOE Guides, North Queensland have been 

operating as a multi-strand unit for most of this year. Their 

recent camp at Mission Beach saw four brownie-aged and four 

guide-aged girls with three leaders enjoying a range of 

interesting activities. 

The highlight was a daytrip to Dunk Island aboard the 

Lawrence Cavanagh. This included a walk to the swinging 

bridge and Banfield's grave, snorkeling, a barbecue lunch and 

a cruise around the island, watching dolphins jumping out of 

the water as they crossed in front of the boat, and of course, 

boom-netting. 

Sunday found them swimming again, this time in the stinger 

net at South Mission Beach, and three guides tried their hand 

at fishing off the beach. Then it was back for lunch, strike camp 

and home, tired but excited with many promises of a repeat 

camp next year. 

Edna West, Ravenshoe Guide Unit. Queensland  

Christine Meerkotter, District Leader with Childe Barr, Debbie Devine, 

Kylie Jensen, Ann Meerkotter and Viola Platte having fun on Dunk 

Island cruise boom net. Photo: Queensland 
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FEATURE 

going to brownies and guides at the 

Frederick Street Kindergarten and the 

good times she had. The Brown Owl 

was a Miss Kean of Bartley Lodge who 

was the first young person we knew who 

had her own car!" 

The next entry in the journal showed 

why all the time adults give to guiding is 

so worthwhile. My aunt was given her 

first teaching post in a small country 

town. The guide leader had resigned 

and there was no one to take her place. 

RECENTLY my aunt turned 70 and we One of the children she has kept in 

surprised her by inviting her to a This is 	contact with wrote: 

your Life party. 	 "To us you are the same wise person 

My aunt was as thrilled and surprised who took on the brownie pack when 

as we had hoped but perhaps we were they needed a Brown Owl and 

even more surprised with what we had incidentally taught me valuable 

unearthed. 	 lessons about commitment and 

Her 	brother, writing of their 	honesty. If you have forgotten don't 

childhood, said, "I can remember her 	worry, I never will." 

Life is 
full of 

surprises 

I don't know what happened over 40 

years ago but I do know that girl has 

grown into a responsible woman in the 

community. The principles contained in 

the guide Promise helped her at a time 

when it made all the difference. 

As a leader you might not know 

exactly how you are impacting on the 

girls' lives but you can be certain that 

you have the capacity to lead by 

example whether it is how you wear your 

uniform, how you introduce the new 

program ideas or how you think, say and 

act in your everyday life. You too are 

special. You are part of the history and 

the future both of guiding and of every 

girl in your care. 

Anne Brown 

Tasmania 

Illa 	 SAVE THE KOALA 

;. 	CHALLENGE 	1996 II 	. 	 BADGE 
K•cp;>Y' 	GIRL GUIDES 

CHALLENGE 11996 	 EDUCATION, CONSERVATION AND FUN 
IS 

Guides Australia and the Australian Koala Foundation has had a wonderful relationship over the past 
decade, with Guides raising an impressive $90,000 for the conservation of the Koala and its habitat. 

To celebrate our 10th Anniversary, Guides Australia and the Australian Koala Foundation has developed 
a challenge badge for all levels of guiding. The challenge is a fun way to learn about Australia's most loved 
animal, how and why it is threatened, and what positive ways you can help while raising valuable funds for 
the Foundation's important work. Over 300 guiding groups and 6,000 girls are currently completing their 
Koala Challenge Badge, so don't let the chance go by for your girls to take part in this wonderful exercise. 

To become involved please return the completed coupon (may be photocopied) below and you will be sent 
full details about how to order uniform badges, syllabus booklets and fund raising products which will be 
supplied on consignment. 

ACTION: Please fill out and send the coupon below by fax on (07) 3221 0337 or send to The Australian 
Koala Foundation, GPO Box 9899, Brisbane 4001. 

PLEASE SEND MORE INFORMATION ON THE 1996 'KOALA CHALLENGE BADGE' 

GROUP: 	 CONTACT: Mrs/Ms 

ADDRESS: 

POSTCODE: 

PH: ( 	) 	 FAX: ( 	) 

GiA September 1996 	
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Camel trekking 

Carnarvon Guides, Western Australia went into the outback during April 1996 

by camel! 
The first hand experience of handling the camels was exciting. Two pulled 

the wagon and another very large camel took the guides for rides to inspect an 

eagle's nest. The nest had only just been vacated and remains of eaten animals 

were discovered underneath. Finches had shared tenement by using the 

bottom half of the eagles nest. 

The camp was set up beside a water hole in a creek. It was crisp and dry 

sleeping under the stars but it became quite damp in the mornings. Bimbo, the 

camel handler, rose early to light the fire for breakfast. We then loaded the 

wagon and set off for home. 

The walk to and from the camp site was 30 kilometres. A nature bingo game 

with items collected the day before on a nature trail was enjoyed by all. 

The guides decided to make the only female camel an honorary guide! So a 

rosette incorporating the guide logo was made to be worn on her bridle. 
Coral Ryan 

Carnarvon Guides 

Western Australia 

Environmental  
Youth Forum  

1st Edensor Park Guides, New 

South Wales, went to an 

environmental Youth Forum at 

Camp Austral. We learnt how to 

test the water to see how dirty it 

was and which fire extinguisher to 

use for different fires. We even got 

to sit in a fire truck. 

Representatives from WIRES 

(Wildlife Information Rescue and 

Education Service) came to talk 

about native animals, and we were 

able to pat a baby possum and 

wombat. This was a most 

enjoyable day. 

Elizabeth Platts, 1st Edensor 

Park Guides, New South Wales 

Snippets  
from the States 

A Good Turn Noted 

The Tablelander newspaper in 

Atherton. North Queensland, 

recently acknowledged the visit of 

five local Guides who brought 

posies of flowers to 25 patients in 

the women's wards at Atherton 

Hospital.  

The girls regularly visit the 

hospital as part of their patrol time 

and it was lovely to see that an 

unknown person appreciated their 

gesture and wrote an article for the 

paper to publicly acknowledge their 

efforts! 

Queensland 

FEATURE 

Adopt a drain 

L—R: Alice, Morgan and Sophie on drain duty. Photo: SA. 

1st Prospect Gumnut Guides, South Australia have adopted a drain. They found 

out about water run-offs, where the water goes and how we can keep storm-

water clean. For over a year, the girls have been picking up rubbish, cleaning 

the gutter around the drains and removing weeds to help keep our water 

systems cleaner. 

Shirley Ingham, Prospect Gumnut Guides, South Australia 

9 	 GiA September 1996 



Emu 

AWARDS 

Banksia 

For meritorious service in a 

local area. 

New South Wales 

Beryl Carrington 

Jan Fisher 

Leonne Goodwin 

Rosamund Griffith 

Kath Hillyard 

Merle Kavanagh 

Margaret Marshall 

South Australia 

June Cummins 

Margaret Farthing 

Helen Horton 

Janice Jarvis 

Maxine Norfolk 

Queensland 

Helen Anderson 

Joan Barber 

Sandra Bawden 

Alice Colnar 

Judith Ellerington 

Penny Jenkins 

Maggie Kirby 

Sue Kurz 

Wendy Leabeater 

Victoria 

Kerrith Bell 

Gwen Harvey 

Western Australia 

Lyn Broun 

Pam Burton 

Angela Della-Bosca 

Rowena Hanna 

Joy Leppard 

Joyce McCubbing 

Sharon O'Brien 

Dianne Phillips 

Margaret Trigg 

Red Kangaroo 

For outstanding service to 

the Association. 

New South Wales 

Robyn Miller 

Boronia 

For unusually good service 

to the Association by a non- 

uniformed or trefoil guild 

member. 

New South Wales 

Shirley Bruce 

Shirley Gallard 

Mary Jodrell 

Jillian Kemp 

Margaret Law 

Jean Mitchell 

Carole Morris 

Nancy Murdock 

Joan Scott 

Wilma Skinner 

Beth Tait 

Val Tever 

Pat Worthing 

Queensland 

Adelaide Bleakley 

Gladys Jones 

Victoria 

Marjorie Browne 

Joyce Corner 

Kathleen Hunter 

Western Australia 

Muriel Cook 

Daphne Goodridge 

Val McCaughey 

Pat Morris  

For excellent service to the 

Association. 

New South Wales 

Barbara Fairbairn 

Bronwyn Portek 

South Australia 

June Yates 

Western Australia 

Olga Norton 

Bar to Emu 

For additional excellent 

service to the Association. 

Western Australia 

May Core 

Wattle 

For unusually good service 

to the Association. 

New South Wales 

Bev Halburd 

Queensland 

Patricia Clews 

Susan Dillon 

Marion Elcock 

Pat James 

Anne Panitz 

Diane Ryan 

Victoria 

Glen Dixon 

Jackie King 

Melda Lewis  

Western Australia 

Helen Armstrong 

Sharyn Doney 

Nita Gibbings 

Thelma Griffiths 

Sue Trewick 

Bar to Wattle 

For additional or continuing 

unusually good service to 

the Association. 

Queensland 

Ruth Voltz 

Pat Kingsford 

Long Service-
30 years or over 

Recognition of service to the 

Association. 

Northern Territory 

Sue Ride 

South Australia 

Barbara Donnelly 

Mary McNair 

Mary Perry 

Western Australia 

Muriel Blue 

Eunice Marshall 

Tasmania 

Yvonne Attrill 

Jean Brown 

Pat Dolman 

Peggy Kube 

Phyl Norton 
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AWARDS 

Order of Australia 
THE ORDER OF AUSTRALIA is now 21 

years old but for many its purpose is 

unknown. 

The Order of Australia was instituted 

by Her Majesty The Queen on 14 

February 1975 as 'an Australian society 

of honour for the purpose of according 

recognition to Australian citizens and 

other persons for achievement or for 

meritorious service'. 

It comprises of a Civil Division and a 

Military Division, with three levels in 

each: Companion, Officer and Member. 

• Companion (AC), is awarded for 

eminent achievement and merit of 

the highest degree in the service to 

Australia or to humanity at large. 

Officer (AO), is awarded for 

distinguished service of a high 

degree to Australia or to humanity at 

large. 

Member (AM), is awarded for service 

in a particular locality or field of 

activity or to a particular group. 

In 1976 two more levels of awards 

were added: 

The Knight/Dame of the Order 

(AK/AD), for extraordinary and pre-

eminent achievement and merit in 

service to Australia or to humanity. 

This ranked above the Companion 

(AC). 

• The Medal of the Order (OAM), for 

service 	worthy 	of 	particular 

recognition, and which ranked below 

the Member (AM). The creation of 

the AK/AD was not very popular and 

in 1986 was removed by the Hawke 

Government. The Civil Division was 

renamed the General Division. 

How does it work? 

Any person or organisation may 

nominate an Australian citizen for an 

award within the Order to recognise that 

person's meritorious service. Persons 

other than Australian citizens may 

receive honorary awards in the Order, 

but these are rare and made on the 

recommendation of the Prime Minister. 

Nomination forms are available from 

your state headquarters or the Protocol 

office within the State Premier's Office. 

Find out as much as you can about 

the service given by the person you are 

nominating and please keep it 

confidential. The form, including the 

names of 4-6 referees, is then sent to 

the Honours Secretariat, Government 

House, Canberra ACT 2600 where all 

nominations are researched including 

comments from the referees. All 

nominations are then forwarded to the 

Council of the Order and, if accepted, 

the nomination is returned to 

Government House for processing and 

notification. This process can take about 

two years. 

The nominee is then contacted to 

see if he/she is prepared to accept the 

award and the list is then published on 

Australia Day or the Queen's Birthday. 

It is up to us all to recognise the 

contribution to the community that is 

being made in so many areas by those 

we know and respect and to nominate 

them to our Society of Honour, The 

Order of Australia. 

Anne Scott 

Deputy National Chairman 

Order of Australia Association 

Congratulations 

Order of Australia awards in this year's 

Queen's Birthday Honours include the 

following guide members: 

• Queensland 

Miss Margaret Mittelheuser, OAM 

• Western Australia 

Professor Fiona Stanley, AC 

Mrs Annette Knight, AM 

Dr Patricia Kailis, AM 

Mrs Marion Nairn, OAM 

Mrs Joan Dowson MBE, OAM 

• New South Wales 

Mrs Dorren Harber, OAM 

• Tasmania 

Miss Mary Hill 

• Victoria 

Mrs Barbara Kearney, OAM 

Mrs Flora Richardson, OAM 

TOONGABBIE DISTRICT 

GUIDES 

will be holding a 

REUNION 

for everyone who has been a 

brownie guide, guide, ranger guide, 

leader or parent 

Saturday 21 September 1996 

at Girraween Scout Hall, 

Oramzi Road, Girraween 

Commencing at 1.30pm 

We would like to borrow any 

memorabilia you may have for 

display. For further details and 

RSVP please contact: 

Faye Robinson 
	

tel: 9636 6541 

Beryl Carrington tel: 9631 3148 

Ann Miles 
	

tel: 9631 2836 
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NATURE CALLS 
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in the grass 

   

   

   

   

T
HE weather is getting warmer 

and the days are getting longer. 

Many reptiles, including snakes, 

are waking up ready for the spring and 

summer ahead. Time to watch where 

you put your feet! 

I always feel sorry for snakes in 

springtime. Many of them go to sleep in 

natural bushland in late autumn, early 

winter and wake up in spring in the 

middle of a new housing estate—such is 

the speed of urban growth! In these 

situations the poor snake has little 

chance of survival unless a WIRES 

(Wildlife Information Rescue and 

Education Service) representative or 

other kindly soul is called. It is not 

recommended to call on an alarmed 

home owner wheelding a shovel as it 

can prove dangerous to both snake and 

human (most people get bitten when 

they try to kill a snake). 

You don't need to worry about the 

danger of snakes, as long as you wear 

sensible clothing and footwear and 

watch where you put your feet. If you 

need further reassurance, think of all the 

people you know. How many have been 

bitten by a snake (they'd tell you if it 

happened)? Now, how many of those 

same people have been in a car 

accident? You can quickly see which of 

the two situations is the most 

dangerous! 

Most snakes aren't a problem and 

there is very little reason to be afraid. At 

a brisk walk you can travel faster than 

most snakes at their top speed. A snake 

you can see, you can avoid (or watch 

because they're fascinating to study). It's  

only the ones hidden in the grass that 

are a worry, so long trousers and 

suitable footwear are recommended. 

Snakes are very useful animals even 

if we don't appreciate them. Being very 

thin, they can crawl down rabbit, rat and 

mouse burrows to catch the occupants 

instead of having to wait for them to 

emerge. Try that method of pest control 

with a cat or dog! As strange as it may 

seem many snake venoms are useful in 

human medicine because of the effects 

they have on different parts of the body, 

with some working on the nervous 

system and some on the blood stream. 

The snakes, of course, use the venom 

to catch their food and if attacked, to 

defend themselves. This is why snakes 

rarely bite people unless they've been 

stepped on or attacked. You wouldn't 

waste good venom on something you 

can't eat unless its trying to kill you! 

Just a final point. Snakes are 

protected—killing snakes is actually 

illegal in most states of Australia unless 

they are a direct threat to humans or 

stock. It is especially wrong for people to 

kill snakes in national parks because 

they think they might be dangerous. 

After all you don't go killing lions and 

tigers for that reason in national parks 

overseas do you? 

✓ Do go to your local library or Natural 

History Museum to learn about the 

snakes in your area. Many of the 

snakes you see may be harmless, so 

knowledge of who's who will be a 

great help. 

✓ Do wear long trousers and sturdy 

footwear if walking through long  

grass in warm weather. A hidden 

snake may bite you if you step on it. 

✓ Do tolerate snakes if they are not a 

danger to you. Remember snakes 

are native animals too and play an 

important role in pest control. 

X Don't try to kill snakes—that's how 

you get bitten. 

X Don't store corrugated iron, wood 

piles, or other material close to your 

house if you live in a snakey area. 

You'll be providing attractive homes 

for snakes and their rat and mouse 

prey. 

X Don't pick up with bare hands a dead 

snake the cat or dog has brought 

home. It may not be dead! If the cat 

or dog is playing with a live snake try 

to entice them away and call WIRES 

or the zoo. 

X Don't forget to visit the reptile house 

at your local zoo or animal park 

where you can watch snakes in 

complete safety. You never know, 

they're so fascinating you might end 

up liking them! 

Marlyn Robinson 

Australian Museum 

The Australian Museum is keen to 

promote an awareness in all aspects of 

natural history and human culture. 

Enquiries will be answered by the 

staff in 'Search and Discover' 

tel: (02) 9320 6202 or the staff will help 

you to find the answer yourself. 
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Step 2 

NATURE CALLS 

Snake bite 
management 

NAKES are not normally 

aggressive and tend to bite only 

when they are threatened or 

mishandled. Some snakes, for example, 

the carpet snake, are not venomous. 

Others, such as the brown snake, tiger 

snake and taipan, are very poisonous. 

Prevention  

• leave snakes alone and do not 

collect snakes 

• in snake infested country, wear stout 

shoes, walk-socks and jeans or 

similar clothing 

• do not wear sandals or thongs or 

walk in bare feet in places where 

snakes could be present 

o do not put your hands in hollow logs, 

under piles of wood, or in rubbish 

• be noisy when walking in the bush 

o look carefully when walking through 

thick grass 

• use a torch around camps or farm 

houses at night 

• keep sheds free of mice 

cut grass short around houses and in 

school playgrounds 

Symptoms of 
snake bite 

These appear about 15 minutes to two 

hours after the casualty is bitten. There 

are often no visible symptoms and 

signs. Take seriously any information 

that a casualty has been bitten by a 

snake: 

• strong emotional reaction 

• headache  

• double vision 

• drowsiness 

• nausea and/or vomiting and 

diarrhoea 

• pain or tightness in the chest or 

abdomen 

• giddiness or faintness 

puncture 	marks 	about 	one 

centimetre apart at the site of the 

bite, although sometimes there may 

only be fang scratches on the skin. 

Bites are usually on the limbs, 

especially the legs 

• swelling of the bitten area 

• reddening 

• bruising 

• sweating 

• breathing difficulties 

Management 

Snake bites are managed in the same 

way as spider bites. Refer page 14 

August GiA. 

✓ DRABC—danger, response, airways, 

breathing, circulation 

✓ rest and reassure casualty 

✓ apply a pressure immobilisation 

bandage over the bitten area and 

around the limb 

✓ splint the limb 

✓ seek medical aid urgently 

Note: Never wash the venom off the skin 

If you want to be prepared 

for any first aid emergency 

you can do a course 

through St John Ambulance. They 

offer lots of courses for people of 

different ages. 

Step 4 
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11011°1111''  This is just a glimpse of 
the new publication 
available from your 

Guide Shops and a must 
for every leader. 
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L—R: Tamara Biddle and Sonia Shepherd. 

Photo: Corrine Saint, South Australia. 

Meningie Brownie Guides have been doing activities for 

their Kiribati Bus Passenger Permits and badges. The 

girls made box buses, and then invited their families for 

races. Voting for the best bus was in the form of money, 

one cent = one vote! Their trading table had lots of 

goodies—like coconut ice, and the rolling tyre races 

were a hit—especially for the mums! Magnificent 

trophies were handed out and the evening raised $39.30 

for the Kiribati Bus project! 

Corrine Saint 

1st Meningie Brownie Guides, South Australia 

Millicent District celebrated 55 years of guiding with a 

mother and daughter evening, aunts and grandmothers 

were invited too! Entry was by way of a gold coin 

donation to the Kiribati bus. After homemade soup, 

brownie guides provided a main course and guides 

provided the sweets. Brownie guides and guides 

entertained with line dancing and some mums even 

joined in! Lots of Kiribati bus badges were sold! 

Bronwyn Casement 

Millicent Support Group, South Australia 

We advertised guiding for Guide Awareness Month and 

raised $114.00 for the Kiribati bus. 

Blue and gold PR items were draped around 

McDonald's at Cessnock, New South Wales on 13 May 

1996 for a guide dinner. Guides past, present and future 

enjoyed burgers, chips and friendship. Cessnock, Kurri 

Kurri and Abermain Districts were joined by their Region 

Commissioner, Dorothy Desmond for a night of fun with 

brain teasers for all. 

Thanks to McDonald's, the World Flag and guide 

handouts were displayed for the next week. 

Daphne Moth, New South Wales 

Barometer 
reading 

Almost half way there! To date, 

$12,911.65  has been raised for 

the Bus for Kiribati. Why not 

make an extra effort during 

September and raise the 

barometer to the target! Don't 

miss this opportunity to be part 

of this national project—closing 

date 30 September 1996. 

Attractive cloth and metal 

badges are available from your 

Guide Shop as well as the polo 

shirts available from Guides 

Victoria. (See May 1996 issue 

of GiA for the order form). 

35,000 
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25,000 

20,000 
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15,000 

12,500 

10,000 
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IDEAS FOR ACTION 

Raising funds for Kiribati 

2nd Magill Brownie Guides held a cake stall at the local 

shopping centre. Each brownie guide helped make cakes 

and biscuits and all took turns to serve on the day. They 

very proudly told all prospective buyers what the money 

was to be used for and raised $200.00. What an terrific 

effort! 

Rusty Palmer, 2nd Magill Brownie Guides, SA 
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Glue the pictures of 

the brownies on 

separate sheets of 

construction paper 

or on a large poster. 

Give each girl a small 

Post-it Note„ and ask 

her to put her name or initials on it. 

IDEAS FOR ACTION IDEAS FOR ACTION 

Take a book apart 
The many uses of Brownies Around the World 

"How many times do you 
see books languishing in 
cupboards or on shelves, 

unread, unused, 
undiscovered, gradually 
growing outdated and 

finally becoming obsolete? 
If you want to save your 

unit's books from this 
fate, why not rip them 

apart?" 

A
LMOST all the leaders nodded 

when I asked if their units 

owned copies of Brownies 

Around the World. One at a time I held 

up Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4, whose brightly 

coloured covers show pictures of girls 

from other countries having fun 

together, each wearing her distinctively 

different uniform. 

"Do you use these books?" I inquired. 

This time only a few women nodded; 

other looked non-committal; some even 

looked elsewhere as if afraid there might 

be a test. All of them gasped when I 

picked up a brand new copy of Volume 

1, bent back the covers and took the 

book apart, page by page! 

Many books become great tools if 

you stop thinking of them as 

"reading/reference material". If you take 

them apart, they turn into raw materials 

for a variety of exciting activities. 

Brownies Around the World is an 

excellent example. Written and updated 

by Ismay McCarrick, a retired leader 

and diploma trainer, these books 

provide a wealth of information on 

brownies all over the globe (Ismay wrote 

to 49 countries to research her facts!), 

supported by accurate and attractive  

illustrations of uniforms and pins, as well 

as some unique characteristics of the 

countries. 

But even this excellent series is 

destined to be a dust collector if leaders 

don't find creative ways to use it. 

Instead of buying one copy, buy three 

copies of each book. Keep one intact for 

reference, but take the other two apart 

so you can use both sides of the pages. 

Here are some ideas to start you off. 

We are going 
around the world 

(A singing game for the unit) 

Glue the pages with the brownie, her 

enrolment pin and name of country, on 

pieces of cardboard or construction 

paper. Place them in a circle on the 

floor. The girls stand outside the circle, 

holding hands. They skip around, 

singing to the tune, Mulberry Bush. 

"We are going round the world, round 

the world, round the world, 

We are going round the world to visit 

other brownies." 

On the last word, each player stops 

in front of a card. The game leader asks 

one girl to hold up her card and tell 

everyone what country her brownie is 

from, eg, Japan. She then puts the card 

back in the circle. Holding hands, girls 

skip in the opposite direction and sing, 

"Let's go for a holiday in Japan, in 

Japan, in Japan, 

Let's go for a holiday in Japan and 

meet a brownie friend." 

All stop on the last word. Whoever is 

in front of the Japan card picks it up. She 

and her neighbours on either side tell an 

interesting fact about the Japanese 

brownie's uniform and pin. 

Replay several more times with 

different countries. 

Concentration 
(A game for several girls) 

Using two copies of the books, glue on 

pieces of cardboard the pages with the 

pictures of brownies in uniform and pin, 

and the illustrations of the countries on 

the reverse sides. 

Lay the pieces of cardboard in even 

rows, face down. In turn, each girl turns 

over two cards. If they match (ie, 

brownie and country cards), she keeps 

them and has another turn. If they don't, 

she turns them face down again and the 

next player tries. Continue until all cards 

have been matched. 

WAGGGS Regions 

A Visual Aid 

Cut out the brownies and their pins. 

Separate them according to the 

WAGGGS Region in which they live. 

Glue them onto posters with the names 

of the regions, and maps if possible. 

Africa 

'Book 1: South Africa 

Book 2: Nigeria 

Book 3: Ghana, Kenya, Zambia 

Book 4: Zimbabwe 

Arab Group 

Book 4: Turkey 

Asia 

Book 1: Australia, Japan, New Zealand, 

Sri Lanka 

Book 2: China, Philippines 

Book 3: Malaysia, Pakistan, Singapore, 

Thailand 

Book 4: Hong Kong, India, Korea, 

Papua New Guinea 

Europe 

Book 1: Israel, Netherlands, Norway, 

Switzerland 

Book 2: Denmark, Germany, Greece, 

Ireland, UK. 

Book 3: Austria, 	Belgium, 	Finland, 

Iceland 

Book 4: France, Malta, Sweden 

Western Hemisphere 

Book 1: Brazil, Mexico, Trinidad and 

Tobago 

Book 2: Canada, Colombia, United 

States 

Book 3: Barbados, Panama 

Book 4: Argentina, Bahamas, Uruguay, 

Guyana 

World poster 
A visual aid 

Mount a map of the world on a large 

piece of cardboard. Cut out pictures of 

brownies from other countries. Place 

them around the map and draw lines (or 

attach wool) to the countries they live in. 

Animal game 

Most of the countries have pictures of 

native animals and birds (Canada—

beaver, Iceland—puffin). Cut them out; 

glue them to cardboard; print the name 

of the animal and the country it 

represents on the back. Distribute them 

equally among the girls. 

Language 
school game 

Cut out and glue on to file cards the 

phrases and words from different 

languages. Write the names of the 

relevant countries on other cards. Deal  

all the cards. (If all aren't needed, just 

make sure you distribute pairs). Girls 

walk around at random, repeating at 

least one of their phrases as they look 

for someone from 'their country'. The 

girls with country names keep repeating, 

"Is anyone from (eg) Brazil?" When 

pairs find each other, they try to learn at 

least one of their phrases. 

Take a trip 
around the world 

An activity for the unit 

Cut out the pictures that illustrate the 

countries and glue them to pieces of 

cardboard. Turn them face down at 

random in the middle of a circle on the 

floor or on a table. In turn, each girl turns 

over a card and tells something about 

what she would see on a visit to the 

country shown. Such as, "If I went to 

Kenya, I would see elephants, giraffes 

and beautiful flowers". 

Choose a 
new uniform 

Excellent activity for the uniform 

review for girls (see back cover) 

Without consulting each other, each girl 

chooses the uniform she likes best and 

sticks her post-it note beside it. Discuss 

the reasons for their preferences. 

Game file 

All the countries have directions for at 

least one game. To make an 

international games book, cut them out 

and paste them in a loose leaf book; or 

file them individually on file cards; or 

past them on several sheets of 

cardboard, according to category 

(chasing games, ball games, acting 

games). Let the girls choose an 

international game at each meeting. 

Why not take 
handbooks apart? 

With the introduction of the new 

Australian Guide Program, units 

probably have several section 

handbooks that they don't know what to 

do with. Don't throw them out, they are 

valuable, 	they 	contain 	useful 

information. The girls will love to pull 

them apart and use them creatively. 

Enlarge the illustrations to make posters 

for patrol use. Badge books could be 

taken apart and used as challenges or 

resource material; file them in folders or 

zip-top bags for easy reference. Nature 

field guides are a super resource for 

making concentration match or trivial 

knowledge games. 

Don't be shocked at the thought of 

ripping a book apart. It could be the best 

thing that ever happened to it! 

Printed with kind permission, Canadian 

Guider, January/February 1996. 

Amended to meet the needs of guides 

and leaders in Australia. 
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World Scout calling frequencies 

Band 	CW 	DX Phone 

80 metres 	3.590MHz *3.740MHz" 

40 metres 	7.030MHz 7.090MHz 

20 metres 14.070MHz 14.290MHz 

17 metres 18.080MHz 18.140MHz 

15 metres 21.140MHz 21.360MHz 

12 mtres 	24.910MHz 24.960MHz 

10 metres 28.190MHz 28.990MHz 

VK Phone 

3.590MHz 

7.090MHz 

14.190MHz 

21.190MHz 

28.590MHz 

(*not legal in Australia) 

IDEAS FOR ACTION 

JOTA 19-20 October 1996 
How to JOTA 

18 

JAMBOREE ON THE AIR is the largest international event of 

the year, when thousands of Guides, Girl Scouts and Scouts 

all over the world gather for a weekend to contact each other 

by radio to share ideas, activities, make friends and learn new 

skills. 

This international event affords an opportunity for every 

member of the Movements to take part in a Jamboree. We are 

not all fortunate enough to be selected to attend an 

international event, and therefore every leader should make 

sure they provide this chance for girls and boys to chat with 

their sister and brother Guides and Scouts in other parts of the 

world. A first hand knowledge of different countries can be 

gained, activities compared, ideas shared, pen friends 

made—there is no end to its possibilities. 

National JOTA opening 

THE first national opening ceremony was broadcast in 1974 

from Camp Cottermouth in Canberra, ACT over the then new 

National headquarters Scout Station VK1BP. In 1976 the 

station was set up in the grounds of Government House, 

Canberra and in 1995 at the new ACT Branch Radio Activities 

Centre at Garran. 

VK1 BP will continue the tradition this year but we will also 

be using a number of other stations, including our national call 

signs VK6SAN and VK6GGN, so that, hopefully, we can better 

cover this vast continent. 

The opening ceremony will be broadcast at 0400Z on JOTA 

Saturday 19 October 1996 in Canberra from VK1BP on 

7.090MHz and 21.190MHz, in Perth from VK6SAN on 

14.190MHz (beaming east) and from VK6GGN on 14.125MHz 

(beaming north) and from VK6SAA on 3.60MHz, in Townsville 

on 3.590MHz and 7.080MHz from VK4SPP, and on local two 

metre stations or networks, for instance VK1 BP in Canberra, 

VK4SPP Townsville on VK4RAT repeater, VK6SAN Perth on 

WIA news net, VK7SAA from Hobart, and in Sydney. 

Callbacks will be taken on all frequencies used and the results 

analysed to decide if this enhanced network, or part thereof, is 

successful. 

Please listen to local WIA news or watch packet bulletins for 

local information. JOTA queries can be raised on the National 

Scout Nets from VK6SAN at 0200 UTC on Sundays-1st, 3rd 

and 5th 114.190MHz, 2nd on 21.190MHz and 4th on 

28.590MHz, and via packet to VK6HU @ VK6WFH 

CitA September 1996  

ANY authorised amateur radio frequency or mode may be 

used. Stations should try to contact each other by calling 'CO 

Jamboree' or by answering other stations using this call. It is 

suggested the operator calls, or searches for other JOTA 

stations, using the recognised JOTA frequencies. Once a 

contact is made, they should move to another frequency to 

continue the contact. This avoids congestion of the suggested 

frequencies. An even better idea is to listen and or call at the 

edge of the 'dog pile' around those recognised frequencies. 

In Australia the most common amateur radio frequencies 

used in the high frequency (HF) bands during JOTA are: 

The operator will advise and choose which of the bands will 

be the best at any time. 

Guides and Scouts should be able to take part in a 

discussion with others at another station on topics they 

choose. 

It is useful for a leader to work with Guides at the 

microphone. Some prior training is necessary. A tape recorder 

is useful for practice and a roving mike in parallel with the 

operator's mike can also help. Half-hour periods on radio are 

too long for some, and six at a time in the shack is enough. 

Copies of the 'CY code and the phonetic alphabet can be 

displayed to help. A log must be kept of all contacts made 

during JOTA, so don't forget your log sheet! 

Supervision 

IN most cases the radio amateur (the operator) is not a 

warranted leader and cannot have the responsibility of Guides 

or Scouts beyond the procedures for those actually operating 



IDEAS FOR ACTION 

at any time. There is more than enough to require the full 

attention of the operator in efficient operating and in assisting 

the Guides and Scouts to ensure they get the most out of the 

excercise. 

Strict supervision of all people (uniformed and visitors) 

must be maintained by the leader—with the exception of when 

there are only two or three at the operator's home. This is 

necessary to conform to the requirements of the Association's 

insurance policies for damage to equipment or persons. 

If there is no leader in charge, then the operator should 

shut down the station until one is present. 

The operator has sole discretion on the number of persons 

involved at any time. In a hall it might be acceptable for 50 

people standing back to listen, but in the operator's shack 

more than two could be too many. 

Leaders also have a responsibility to ensure their guides 

do not operate a set without a licensed amateur actually 

supervising. Failure to do so could jeopardise the operator's 

licence. 

Methods of contact 

METROPOLITAN repeaters are not used for JOTA unless the 

operating authority (Wireless Institute, Club, Repeater or VHF 

Group, etc) specifically advised that a particular one may be 

used. Repeaters are established for 'mobile to mobile' contact 

(sometimes in an emergency) and used by a 'base' station or 

inexperienced operator can deny this facility to those who 

need it. 

Contacts using computers on the amateur 'packet' or 

'amtor/pactor' networks can be very interesting. Your operator 

will know which local frequency is the best to use and whether 

the converse (or 'chat') mode is possible. Generally a 'one-to-

one' type contact will work best for inexperienced operators. 

Note that messages sent via 'Bulletin Boards' take some 

days to travel further than the local network so it is futile to 

lodge these any closer than a week before JOTA. Such 

greetings should be sent some weeks in advance so any 

replies can be received in time for display during the JOTA 

weekend. 

The following different forms of radio may be used during 

JOTA: • Amateur Radio 

• Morse Code 

• Packet Radio 

• CB (remote areas) 

• Internet 
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Phonetics 

GUIDES and Scouts could practice announcing themselves 

properly using the phonetics. How about a phonetics meeting 

when all important words are spelled out? 

Words and callsigns which sound the same are likely to be 

misunderstood (eg F, S), especially when conditions are poor, 

thus the phonetic alphabet was introduced. Easily recognised 

and quite distinct words are used instead of spelling out. The 

initial letter of the phonetic words is the significant one: 

R—Romeo, A—Alpha, D—Delta, I—India, 0—Oscar. 

Julie Wakeford 

Australian Radio Consultant (VK6GGN) 

Kate Crossley, Georgina Moore, Anna Browenette, Karissa Maher 

and Lowena Dunkerley and Rosemary Williams at Centre Point 

Tower, New South Wales. Photo: Marilyn Johnson. 
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Child Safety and Basic 
First Aid Video 

THIS VIDEO COULD 
HELP SAVE YOUR 

CHILD'S LIFE 

Vim ,..'  

THIS excellent 35 minute video is aimed 

at preventing or reducing accidents in 

the home and treating those which do 

occur. DRABC (Danger, Response, 

Airways, 	Breathing, 	Circulation) 

indicates the procedure to be followed in 

situations involving drowning, electrical 

accidents, burns, choking, bleeding, 

dislodged teeth, poisons, snake and 

spider bites and seizures. First Aid 

techniques are clearly demonstrated, 

using a wide age-range of 'victims', both 

mannequin and live. Variations in 

treatment because of age are shown. 

The voice-overs are very good: 

instructions are clearly enunciated and 

repeated for reinforcement. The 

situations are realistic. Emergency 

telephone numbers for Australia are 

included and telephone procedures 

illustrated. Recommended by the 

Institute of Ambulance Officers, this 

would be a most useful video for adults 

involved in schools, child care centres, 

play 	groups, 	preschools 	and 

kindergartens. This should be widely 

circulated among these organisations. 

The video is suitable for viewing by 

adults and children. A captioned version 

is available for the hearing impaired. 

Child Safety First is available from: 

NSW St John Ambulance 

tel: (02) 9889 5366 

Old St John Ambulance 

tel: (07) 3852 1927 

Vic Ambulance Service Victoria 

tel: (052) 28 2828 

Child Safety First costs only $19.95 plus 

$4.95 postage and handling per video. 

Father's Day 
1  September 

This is just one way to make a gift 

card for dad, but encourage the girls 

to use their imaginations! 

You will need: 

• 2 used cards, the same size. 

• a man's hanky 

• nylon (the kind used for knitting 

coathangers) 

• sticky tape 

• dressmaking pins 

• hole punch 

Instructions: 

Leave the cards folded and punch 

holes evenly around the edge. Lace 

the nylon through the holes around 

the edge of each card. Lace a second 

time in the opposite direction in a 

different colour. Fan fold the hanky 

(ironing may help). Lay the cards face 

down on the table with the two top 

edges together. Place the fan-folded 

hanky in position on the cards and 

tape the bottom corners in place. 

Lace the top edges of the two cards 

together, lacing over the hanky to 

hold it in place. Lift the top corners of 

the hanky and pull them into the 

centre to make a fan. Pin those edges 

together. 

Carol Bockman, South Australia 

Multicultural dates for SEPTEMbt, 
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2 Vietnam—National Day 

Swaziland—National Day 

7 Brazil—Independence Day 

International Literacy Day 

Jewish—Rosh Hashanah 

15 El Salvador—National Day 

16  Mexico—Independence Day 
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16  Papua New Guinea—Independence Day 

1 -7 	International Day of Peace 

18 Chile—Independence Day 

Malta—Independence Day 

23 Jewish—Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement) 

Jewish—Sukkot 

Botswana—National Day 



CAMP CHAPMAN 
NEW SOUTH WALES 

Choose between a beautiful bushland 
setting campsite with showers and toilets ($4 per 
weekend per person) or Banksia Lodge ($8 per weekend per 
person) which sleeps 30 in bedrooms. It has a fully equipped 
kitchen and a large central hall with fireplace, verandah on 
two sides, outdoor tables and seating. Half price mid week 
and school holidays. 

The site is easily accessible, only 15 minutes by car from 
Gosford or five minutes from the freeway. Great walking trails, 
bush chapel on site, one hour walk to Somersby Falls and a 
15 minute walk to the RSPCA who will give an interesting 
presentation. There is even a guiding caretaker on site. All 
this and more in a peaceful setting! 

Contact Val tel: (043) 721578 

FEATURE 

Everyday heroes 
First Aid  

A Guide to Survival 

First Aid—A Guide to SurvivaP 

published by St John Ambulance 

is designed specifically for young 

people. 

The colourful format, with 

pictures 	of 	contemporary 

characters set in medieval 

backgrounds of castles, gardens, 

knights, servants and stables is 

designed to attract and maintain 

the interest of the younger reader 

and student of first aid. 

Diagrams relevant to treatments 

are clear and easy to interpret. The 

text is organised mainly in point 

form and no page is too cluttered 

with writing. 

Various 	treatments 	are 

illustrated by using situations and 

pictures which show children in 

danger. These illustrations are 

excellent for generating discussion. 

Suited for primary and lower 

secondary school children, I would 

recommend this manual as a 

useful acquisition for all guide 

units, and all those interested in 

helping children with first aid. 

Kathy Neehouse 

Australian Outdoor Activities 

Consultant 

The above book is available from 

St John offices around Australia, 

and the recommended retail price 

is $14.00. 

BEING everyday heroes is all part of 

the job for St John volunteer first 

aiders. Volunteers, who wear the black 

and white St John uniform, care for 

those who are ill, injured or in distress at 

events across Australia—at no cost to 

the public. 

St John Week, 4-13 October 1996, 

celebrates the selfless community work 

of St John volunteers. Whether it be a 

Cranberries concert or an Anzac Day 

march, St John volunteers are on hand 

to give care where it's needed. 

Last year St John volunteers treated 

89,307 casualties and devoted 

1,729,929 hours to volunteer duties. 

There are over 11,000 St John 'saints' 

across Australia. Remember to say 

'thanks' next time you see a St John 

volunteer first aider on duty! 

The original Order of St John, at the 

time of the Crusades in the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries, provided hospital and 

hospice facilities for pilgrims and 

crusaders in, and en route to, the Holy 

Land. This tradition of care is carried on 

today by St John volunteers. 

St John Ambulance is the largest first 

aid training and service provider in 

Australia. Established since 1883, 

St John is a self-funding charity that 

prides 	itself 	on 	providing 	a 

comprehensive quality first aid service. 

Funds generated from first aid 

training courses, publications and kit 

sales support the work of St John. 

Donations and bequests are also 

valuable sources of funding. 

For more information contact the 

St John Ambulance office in your state. 
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A TASTE OF TASSIE 

Written by Jan Kasteel on behalf of Helen Conroy, Marianne Gilbert, Michael Gray, 

Ros Grierson, Lynne Wickes, Sue Williams and especially all 38 fabulous girls. 

W HAT a way to celebrate Guide 

Awareness Month! We sang our 

way through Nowhere Else and on to 

the Promised Land which is just across 

the way from Paradise. We shivered in 

the Devil's Kitchen and became Test 

Cricketers on the banks of the Denison 

River. We slept in a hut with huntsmen 

spiders and we made the sun appear 

with a primitive sun dance. In fact, we 

towed the sun behind us and pushed 

the clouds away with the warmth of our 

smiles and friendship. 

Who were we? We were the guides 

on 'A Taste of Tassie'. Many years ago 

Sue Williams had a dream to bring her 

1st Horsham Guides from Victoria to 

Tasmania. In 1988 she met Jan Kasteel 

from Tasmania at Porepunka, an 

international camp held in Sydney 

during 1988. In 1995 they met again at 

the Victorian Trainers weekend and Sue  

told her she was bringing her guides to 

Tassie at Easter next year. Jan couldn't 

let that happen without jumping on the 

band wagon, and so 25 guides and 

leaders from 1st Horsham and 19 

guides from South East Division 

(Tasmania) joined up for 'A Taste of 

Tassie'—Victorian and Tasmanian 

guides having a nibble at Tasmania 

together. 

Where did we go and what did we 

do? We marvelled at the magnificence 

of Leven Canyon, stared in awe at the 

formations of Gunns Plains Caves, 

quietly thanked God for clear skies 

before heading to the Promised Land 

and the world's largest maze, had lunch 

near the Village of Lower Crackpot, had 

a treasure hunt in Sheffield, turned back 

the hands of time panning for tin at 

Derby, attended to the needs of the beer 

drinking pig at Pyengana, drooled over  

the veteran cars at St Columba Falls, 

sang at St Helens, played on the beach, 

cuddled a baby Tasmanian devil and 

wombat, danced at an inside beach 

party, sentenced our QM at a mock trial 

in the Supreme Court to 'hang by the 

neck until dead', shopped till some 

dropped at Salamanca, visited historic 

Port Arthur and the beautiful Tasman 

Peninsular, oohed and aahed at Mole 

Hill fantasy, survived the chairlift at 

Cataract Gorge and had a great time! 

How did we do it? In the best bus in 

Tassie with Michael, Australia's best 

driver. He drove up hills he had never 

heard of, round corners he had never 

imagined and helped both girls and 

leaders, all with serene grace and 

charm. Even a flat tyre could not ruffle 

the calm surface—it took the strength of 

friendship and caring to do that. A tear 

was seen to glisten in his eyes when the 

GA September 1996 	
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TASSIE TOGETHER 
EASTER 1997 

T Oeti  
e6i 

Who: All leaders are invited 

When: 28 March to 6 April 1997 

Where: The very best places in 

Tasmania 

What: Opportunities for sight-

seeing, rafting, bushwalking, 

history trails, abseiling, trail-

riding, four wheel drives, flying, 

exploring, river cruising, wine 

tasting, craft shopping, mountain 

climbing, jet boating, cycling, 

deep sea fishing and scuba 

diving. 

Cost: About $480 plus activity 

costs. 

Application forms from your 

state headquarters 

Salamanca Market. Photo: Jan Kasteel, Tasmania. 

FEATURE 

girls made him an honorary guide. 

Saying goodbye was not easy for 

anyone. 

Before we left, the trip looked 

workable on paper but the ingredients 

had not been put to the test. Words 

cannot really describe the actual 

realisation—the inner glow, the 

bubbling-ness, the warmth and strength 

of friendships formed, the real success 

of the venture. All the separate 

ingredients came together, gelled, 

mingled and blended and settled 

perfectly together. 

One of the main ingredients was the 

Patrol System. It was as it should 

be—easy and simple with the leaders 

and junior leaders working in 

partnership with the patrol leaders, as 

did the girls. This made life so easy for 

everyone. It could have been a difficult 

trip as every night was spent in a 

different place and our desire was 'to 

leave it better than we found it'. 

However, using the patrol system in its 

truest form, we not only achieved what 

we wanted, but had fun doing it! They 

were composite patrols and a little 

tentative initially—however, they did not 

take long to develop their own spirit and 

individuality, 	whilst 	developing 

friendships from all corners of the bus. 

The five junior leaders were a huge  

asset throughout the trip and helped 

forge a strong link between girls and 

leaders. 

The patrols were named after rivers 

(but unlike Porepunka, we were not 

droplets!) The Vics left the 'Wimmera' to 

get to the 'Yarra' to leave Victoria to 

cross 'Bass Strait' (junior leaders) on the 

`Spirit' (Leaders) to arrive in the 'Mersey 

and sleep beside the 'Tamar' and cruise 

on the `Derwent'. 

The highlights of 'A Taste of Tassie' 

are best expressed in the thoughts of 

the girls when asked what they liked 

best. They replied: 

• All of it 

• The singing 

• The friendships 

• Having fun 

• Being together 

• Meeting new people 

• Sharing things 

• Visiting the Cadbury factory 

• Having fun and meeting people 

• The fun of it all 

... and for the leaders it was watching 

the girls grow in self esteem and 

confidence, cement friendships and 

sharing in the beauty of Tasmania. 

Although these different ingredients 

have now separated and gone back to 

where they came from, no-one will ever 

be quite the same again as the taste still  

lingers on everyone's lips and at the 

edges of their minds to be recalled at 

will. Like the rivers they were named 

after, the girls and leaders merged and 

swirled and backed off and went forward 

together and separately, individually and 

as states, but overall as one. 

Isn't this the sum and spirit of guiding 

in a 'nutshell'? (or in a silver, green and 

Gray bus?) 

PS: Everyone is planning for, fund 

raising for and looking forward to 1998 

already, when Tassie goes to Victoria on 

a reciprocal 'Visit to Victoria'—look out 

Victoria—you will know when we arrive! 

Dianna Baker, Tasmania 
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Lucy Milan coming out of the wombat crawl. Photo: New South Wales. 

FEATURE 

Mother 
and 

Daughter CAMP 
A group of 46 mothers and daughters from East Lindfield 

District arrived at Camp Somerset, New South Wales on a 

warm Friday night in March 1996. Mums were tired from a 

busy week, while the girls buzzed with excitement. Soon the 

tents were organised and everyone was ready for supper and 

bed. It was not to be—after supper the games began followed 

by a night walk. Eventually sleep! 

On Saturday 

we woke to the 

call 	of 	the 

kookaburras, 

eager to explore 

the beautiful Colo 

River Valley. The 

sun was shining 

and the wonderful 

smell of eggs and 

bacon 	cooking 

drifted across the 

campsite. 	The 

day's 	activities 

commenced with 

platypus 	and 

possum patrols (including their mums and half the brownie 

guides and mums) going to the low ropes course, which all 

age groups enjoyed and found challenging. The girls loved 

watching their mums 'have a go'. The highlight was the flying-

fox at the end of the course. During this time the wombat and 

wattle patrols, mums and the rest of the brownie guides and 

mums were on the river learning to canoe. They had races, 

battles, a lot of laughter and all ended up thoroughly wet and 

happy! 

Everyone appreciated the meal being prepared by Camp 

Somerset staff as it gave the mums 'a real break' and allowed  

maximum time to be spent on the adventurous activities and 

getting to know each other. 

In the afternoon some enjoyed the opportunity to try the 

flying-fox from the high ropes course, and donuted down the 

Colo River to camp. 

Others visited a farm and fed the animals, and dressed in 

camouflage sacks and face paint ready for a stalking activity. 

Sunday—another 

beautiful day! The 

guides spent the 

morning 	on 

compass 	and 

orienteering 

activities and the 

brownie 	guides 

tackled 
	

the 

obstacle course, 

which concluded 

with a muddy 

wombat crawl, so it 

was straight to the 

river for a swim! 

Before they knew 

it, it was time to down the tents, pack up and head home. The 

feeling was one of friendship and understanding. Many of our 

mothers had not previously met, as the girls attend 14 different 

schools. This was a wonderful opportunity as a district to get 

to know each other and feel we have a common goal in 

guiding. Thanks go to the wonderful Camp Somerset staff 

under Arthur's guidance that made it all such a success. 

Belinda Allen, Guide Leader 

1st East Lindfield Guides 

New South Wales 
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LEADER of 7th Townsville 

Brownie Guides, Jan Crossland, 

advises an enthusiastic reaction 

by her pack to the implementation 

of the new program and the 

introduction 	of 

democracy. Some 

results, however, 

increased 

unexpected 

included a 

comment "But now we (the girls) 

have to do all the work!" 

Their activities over the past 

few months have included a visit 

to the children's ward of Townsville 

General Hospital, a pack holiday 

to Magnetic Island, a canoeing 

afternoon, beach trips, a Clean Up 

Australia Day station and 

involvement in the Anzac March. 

Although small in number, this 

pack is very busy—three brownie 

guides and leader Jane Williams 

will attend the State Brownie 

Guide Camp at Mackay. 

Jan Crossland 

7th Townsville Brownie Guides 

Queensland 

DURING our pack holiday to Magnetic Island we had a strange encounter with 

mermaids. Two of our brownie guides sighted them just off Rocky Bay and all 

we could do was stand and stare! 

All seven mermaids looked very beautiful with seaweed hair and wearing 

brightly coloured swimsuits. The mermaids soon left, leaving us feeling 

extremely privileged to have seen them. 

This was only one of the many fun-filled highlights of our pack holiday. 

Suzie Crossland 

7th Townsville Brownie Guides 

Queensland 

Photo: Jan Crossland, Queensland. 

GLOWI ES 
Fabulous fundraising after dark! 

FEATURE 

Democratic 
Mermaids 

on 
Magnetic 
Island! 

Bright glowies glowies for evening fetes, carnivals, discos, concerts, 
cracker nights, barbeques and carols-by-candlelight 

A safe alternative to candles for camping. Last for hours 
Glowing lightsticks, lightropes, bracelets, frisbees, 

balls and much more. 

CALL NOW FOR OUR FREE BROCHURES ! 
EVERYTHING GLOWS PTY LTD  

(formerly Fink International Pty Ltd) 

Phone: (03) 9589 4300 
Fax: (03) 9589 4322 
Mobile: 018 346388 

• r r 
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The future is now ideal! 
FROM 1-11 August 1995, Kathy 

McCormack a lone ranger guide 

from Western Australia and Kylie Flack, 

Junior Leader and Debbie Reid, Guide 

Leader, both from Victoria, were 

fortunate to represent Australian guiding 

at the World Jamboree in Dronten in the 

Province of Flevoland in The 

Netherlands. 

An incredible 29,066 Guides and 

Scouts from 166 countries represented 

both movements.The Jamboree was 

dedicated to the theme, The Future is 

Now Ideal and was opened by Queen 

Beatrix of the Netherlands. 

Groups rode bikes, drove in buses, 

took trains, walked, flew and sailed to be 

part of the Jamboree which was held 

below sea level on reclaimed land. The 

Jamboree was an awesome culmination 

of ten years' work. Plans are well under 

way for the 19th World Jamboree to be 

held in Chile, early in 1999. 

The invasion began weeks before 

when international contingents, using 

almost every imaginable method of 

transport, toured the neighbouring 

countries. Our tour group, comprising of 

80 Scouts and three Australian guides 

toured England and were hosted in 

West Sussex before the Jamboree. 

There were 157 Australians at the 

Jamboree and it was fantastic to catch 

up with my brother and father who were 

also part of the World Jamboree 

adventure. 

Setting up camp 

Jamboree fever set in as the tent city 

was formed and 10,000 plus day visitors 

passed through to soak up some of the 

action. The atmosphere was electric—

there was so much goodwill and 

friendship and the spirit of Guides and 

Scouts was alive! 

The camp was sectioned into 13 sub 

camps, each with a name from the 

zodiac. Environment was a central 

theme and recycling a major part of the 

Jamboree. A Global Development 

Village provided information on various 

cultures and we soon learnt that the 

Dutch are big on ham, jam, bread and 

cheese! During the Jamboree there 

were 882,000 meals served and 

135,000 loaves of bread eaten! 

Activities 

An international youth camp, whose 

motto was 'Young people join hands for  

a better world', was held. The 

representatives for the World of 

Tomorrow issued a final declaration 

which was addressed to a number of 

world leaders. Boutros Boutros Ghali, 

the United Nations Secretary-General, 

responded via a direct satellite link to 

the Jamboree. 

Numerous activities and workshops 

were held on-site and the Plaza was the 

animated heart of the campsite—we 

saw clogs and tulips, visited the 

supermarket, post office and the 

souvenir shop. People dressed in 

costumes provided daily entertainment 

as they paraded down the main street. 

In the evening, international concerts 

and various activities were held in the 

main arena. 

A large tent was set aside for badge 

swapping and people were keen to 

swap their badges for Australian 

badges— especially the exclusive 

Australian contingent badge! 

An impressive service was held with 

ministers from five religions taking part. 

The first spoke on the destructive power 

of human beings, and that it was the 

50th anniversary of the first atom bomb 

dropped on Hiroshema. Song and 

prayer focused on The Future is Now 
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Ideal and unity was evident as peace 

doves were released to confirm this 

symbolism. 

A Jamboree monument, erected to 

stand at the height of the former water 

level, symbolised the unity of youth from 

around the world. It will remain in 

Flevoland. 

Friendship Award 

The Friendship Award challenged 

participants to work on clauses in 

groups of eight with at least four 

different countries represented. I ended 

up disorientated for hours on a hike in 

bushland not far from the Jamboree site, 

with Italians and Thais who couldn't 

speak English, tackling the survival 

track—a 3K length obstacle course 

encouraging cooperation and fun; 

learning and sharing international 

recipes, dance and song. I will never 

forget watching my brother teach the  

group of non-English speaking Guides 

and Scouts to sing and perform 'We're 

happy little Vegemites'! 

Moving on 

I slept very little at the World Jamboree. 

There was so much to share and do and 

our only enemy was time. Sadly, it was 

soon the closing ceremony, the last 

sleepless night, the last badge swaps, 

the last meal, the last song and the first 

tears. Tears flowed, hugs were 

exchanged and the tent city was packed 

up. 

After we had farewelled our fellow 

Australians, Kylie, and I stayed in a 

houseboat tied to the side of the canal in 

Holland for a few days before going on 

to Our Chalet in Switzerland to attend a 

Peace Session. An incredible time was 

had, especially with the Japanese girls 

who shared our room. We hiked a lot 

and continued eating phenomenal  

amounts of bread and cheese with the 

added bonus of the famous Swiss 

chocolate! Our tour ended in Germany 

with the sun setting on the last day of 

our brilliant adventure. 

I would like to thank Debbie for being 

such a 'guiding light for us', to Kylie for 

her company on our adventures and my 

family, friends, West Australian 

international team and Bea Lawrence, 

former 	Australian 	International 

Commissioner, for all their support and 

encouragement. I look forward to seeing 

you all at the 19th World Jamboree in 

Chile. 

Kathy McCormack 

2nd Lone Ranger Guides 

Western Australia 

Doing it the 
Lones way 

Nikki and sister Rebecca 
are members of the 6th 

Lone Guide Unit. Whilst 
the leader, Anne Jeffreys 

is on the phone in 
Geraldton, Nikki is taking 

her Promise, 800 miles 
away in Nannup. Big 
sister Rebecca then 
pinned on the Lones 

Promise badge. 
Apparently, so they tell 
their leader, they had a 
great party afterwards. 
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Yukiko discovers her sister's name tape at 

the 'friendship corner' of the Matsudo 

Room at Box Hill Town. Hall. 

Photo Margaret Taylor, Victoria. 

cr 

KENTHURST 
(ESTABLISHED 30 YEARS) 

Are you looking for something different 
for your weekend camp? 

JACKEROO RANCH offers 
• More than 100 ha secluded bushland 

on Cattai Creek, suitable for hiking, 
nature study and abseiling. 

• Large in-ground swimming pool. 
• Spacious village green type area for 

archery, ball games. 
• Bunkhouse accommodation for 60. 

PLUS 
Fifty well-mannered ponies to enable 
each guest to experience horse-back 
riding in a safe and caring environment. 
Tuition and helmets included. 

You cater or we do.  

JACKEROO RANCH 
McClymonts Road, Kenthurst 2156 

Phone (02) 654 9292 
AH (02) 654 9057 

FEATURE 

 

   

Overseas friendship link 

GROUP of leaders 

and guides from the 

Girl 	Scouts 	of 

Matsudo. 	Japan. 

visited 	Box 	Hill, 

Victoria, earlier this 

year. They were hosted in the homes of 

the guides and leaders in the Box Hill 

division. In some cases the hosting was 

reciprocal as hospitality was given by 

families of guides and leaders who had 

visited Matsudo in 1994. 

The exchange is a bi-annual one, on 

a four year cycle. It began in 1985 when 

the first guides of the Box Hill division 

visited the sister city in Japan. The 

group from Matsudo have visited Box 

Hill on three occasions since then and 

this exchange has formed an integral 

part of the link between the city of Box 

Hill, now part of the city of Whitehorse, 

and the community of Matsudo city in 

Chiba, Japan. 

The program for the visitors was 

organised to provide as much 

sightseeing as possible. This included a 

day visit to Sovereign Hill, Ballarat, and 

an overnight trip to Phillip Island. 

Following a visit to Phillip Island to 

watch the fairy penguins waddle up the 

beach, Phillip Island district provided an 

evening meal and accommodation for 

the visitors. As their warm hospitality 

was much appreciated by both visitors 

and organisers, it is hoped that Phillip 

Island district will be able to participate 

in future exchange programs. 

The value of this cross cultural 

experience is the contact between 

guides and families involved and the 

ongoing friendships which have been 

established. 

There has already been an invitation 

for a group to visit Matsudo in 1998, and 

with the new Sister City Agreement 

signed recently, future invitations will 

include two divisions within the city of 

Whitehorse—Box Hill and Nunawading. 

These strong links of friendship will 

carry on into the future. It is believed 

that our young members will continue to 

participate with the support of those 

who have been privileged to be part of 

this very special Sister City link over the 

last ten years. 

Box Hill Division, Victoria 
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INTERNATIONAL 

Post Box News 
WHAT a month 

I've 	had! 	My 

daughter 	got 

engaged 	and 

celebrated 	her 

21st birthday; I've 

been drowning in paperwork; my kelpie 

learned to jump over the garden fence 

and didn't even have the grace to touch 

down on top of it—simply sailed over it 

in one giant leap! 

Many leaders within this wonderful 

association of ours may tell similar 

stories. We are all very busy people with 

many calls upon our time and our 

talents. So why should you tell the girls 

in the unit you work in about Post Box? 

The new Australian Guide Program is 

girl directed and very definitely girl 

oriented. At the moment existing  

handbooks do not contain information 

about Post Box so it is your 

responsibility to inform the girls that 

contacts are available with guides in 

many countries. 

In the past 12 months links have 

been made with guides in the African 

Region, Asia Pacific Region, Europe 

Region and Western Hemisphere 

Region. We have also been able to link 

guides from the former communist 

controlled nation of Latvia and have 

made contact with Estonia and Hungary. 

Why should you promote Post Box? 

Well if you don't, many guides will never 

hear about it nor will they experience the 

wonderful friendships which ensue from 

the exchange of letters and cards, 

photographs and small gifts such as 

badges. Sometimes pen pals will meet  

after years of exchanging letters, or an 

Australian guide will ask for a pen pal in 

a specific country which she will be 

visiting in the near future and will take 

the opportunity to meet her pen pal 

during her visit. But of course none of 

this can happen if the guides do not 

know of Post Box. 

At the moment I have the names of a 

number of young women from Belgium 

who would like links with Australian 

guides or young leaders. These young 

women were born in 1978 and 1979 and 

have been waiting for Australian links 

since March of this year. Please help if 

you can. Contact your state post box 

secretary today. 

Pat James 

Australian Post Box Secretary 

International Opportunities 
+80 Years of Girl Guiding in 

Singapore. 

When: 27 May to 7 June 1997, 

includes camp and home hospitality. 

Where: Singapore's own campsite at 

Jalan Bahtera. 

Who: Six members 14-16 years of 

age. Must have camping experience. 

One adult member with camping 

qualifications (must be able to travel 

with the group to and from event). 

Cost: $2,500 which includes airfares, 

event fees, accommodation, some 

meals, insurance, international tops, 

bags and administration fees. 

Closing date 30 November 1996. 

+ Let's Talk About Us, is a post Beijing 

seminar on women s' issues, based 

on findings of the Fourth World 

Conference on Women. This event is 

an Irene Fairbairn Challenge event. 

When: 11-20 April 1997 

Where: Pax Lodge, London. 

Who: Two selected members aged 

18-30 years will be awarded $2,500 

each to assist with costs. 

A challenge to be completed by 

applicants is set by the Irene 

Fairbairn Fund Committee based on 

the theme of the event and applicants 

must be available to attend weekend 

selection at the National Office from  

Friday 6 December to 

Sunday 8 December 

1996. 

Cost: Approximately $3,700 includes 

airfares, event fees, accommodation, 

some meals, insurance, international 

tops, bags and administration fees. 

Closing date 31 October 1996. 

Interested? Apply to your state 

international adviser today! 

Susan Wakefield 

Australian International 

Commissioner 
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Being there 

   

Commitment isn't a four letter word, and being committed isn't absurd 

You've given your word and your word is your bond 

You're here to acknowledge you're here to respond. 

Commitment is made when a woman conceives 

She nurtures her child and fully believes 

That after the pain and discomfort of birth 

This child will grow up to enhance the earth. 

But we need to teach children what's right and what's wrong 

We need our young women to sing the right song 

To take up the challenge and not to resent 

What life has to offer in any event. 

With the Promise and Law as a measure of worth 

And honoured by women regardless of birth 

We live through the laughter the sorrow and strife 

With commitment to Guiding, commitment to life. 

Nola Hawkins, New South Wales 

Letters Please! 

Share your views and 

opinions by sending your 

letters to  Your Say.  Guides 

Australia, PO Box 6, 

Strawberry Hills, NSW 2012. 

I READ with interest the article about campfires in the July 1996 issue of GiA. 

I think that there are a lot of different sides to this issue. I agree that sometimes 

we don't need to light a campfire (even though it's something we guides love to 

do!) and sometimes we don't always think about the consequences of lighting 

a fire. 

After lighting a fire it is true that it takes a good while before the soil starts 

growing grass and vegetation again. But in my opinion, I think a fire is a lot 

better for our environment than a fuel stove. After all, fire only speeds up the 

natural decaying process. Surely that has got to be better than burning up our 

precious fossil fuels with fuel stoves? These fuels are unreplaceable but wood 

is a replenishable fuel that is replacing itself all the time. Using fossil fuels, we 

are only taking the problem to another part of our world. 

Maybe we can start being more conscious of the amount of fires we light and 

the amount of wood we burn. We should only use a fire when we absolutely 

need to, to cook food or maybe to keep warm. But we are still stuck with the 

problem of fire killing off vegetation under it. Maybe we could somehow work out 

a way of lifting our fires up off the ground. Or maybe a portable closed in fire 

stove. What do other people think? 

Kym Wright, Guide 

Tugun Guides, Queensland 

Dear Editor 

It is encouraging to see the 

Lilydale Girl Guides raising 

community awareness with their 

World Environment Day display in 

the Bardenhagen Supermarket 

window. 

Lisa Chick's poem included in 

the display will remind us all to 'Do 

the right thing' and recycle: 

World environment day is 

something special 

Recycle and be smart 

Start now there's no time to lose 

You will hear the news 

That recycling wins 

It doesn't lose 

Congratulations to Guides and 

their leaders. 

Grateful Resident 

Tasmania 

YOUR SAY 

 

Your Say Winner 

Don't forget that a stylish gold 

presentation brooch, featuring a trefoil 

and map of Australia, will be given 

away each month to the best 'Your Say' 

letter published. 

Congratulations to Mrs J A Jones, 

Kenmore, Queensland, August's 

winner. 
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Simply 

\‘ 
	;the best! 

JUST a little note to all the 'new image' makers at Guide House. 

We had a ranger guide meeting last night and we love the new logo—it looks 

great and 'Guides Australia' sounds great. 

Take a bow! 

1st Clunes Ranger Guides, New South Wales 

corigratu\at'°"51 
	

Bravo►  

Well done! Keep up the good work! 

Brownie Guide Song 

Composed by Mortlake Brownie Guides, 

Georgina Murphy and Rachel Barker. 

A rap rhythm 
We begin with the brownie guide ring 
and chat as much as we can 

Maybe even talk about other lands. 

When we get to do our Promise and 
get to wear a nifty uniform. 

The smile, the hand shake is what 
we do best. 

We all like to be just like the rest. 

Victoria 

L-R: Georgina and Rachel at work 
preparing their rap rhythm. 
Photo.• Victoria. 

YOUR SA 

This poem was written for a Guides Own at a training 

Lord give us busy hands and busy minds 

Cheerfully doing tasks of many kinds 

Give us open eyes, and happy heart 

So that we'll always be prepared to do our part. 

Learning skills and growing every day 

We've 80 years of guiding to show the way 

The Promise that we made is still the same 

But soon we'll have new ways to play our game 

So as we all go on to make our future plans 

Lord give us busy minds and busy hands. 

Denise Richardson, 1st Onkaparinga Guides, South Australia 
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To the betterment of me 

They said Wallumbilla 
it was to be 
for a really good time 
oh yeah—we'll see 

The invites are out 
what a good show 
to leaders camp 
we really should go 

Why pick August 
what a silly time 
oh no it's not 
just cool if you climb 

Not too hot 
just lovely days 
for an outing of fun 
there's no time to laze 

The nights can be cooler 
or so some tell me 
a few extra blankets 
would have been handy 

To find our directions 
Out in the scrub 
Someone's trusty compass 
should belong in a sub 

Someone calls lunch 
our fires are lit 
the billy is boiling 
we enjoy every bit. 

We're building a bridge 
across the creek 
I really do hope 
the raft doesn't leak 

Oh what a drama 
the scones we are making 
take a second look 
it's the oven we're baking! 

Talk about sanity 
Well we have none 
and went off to prove it 
while calling it fun 

All things considered 
we're having a ball 
if it continues 
on Monday we'll fall 

We've built our bridge 
over the dale 
our trusting trainer 
wagged the first tail 

Two groups were involved 
Group A and Group B 
did we achieve our goals? 
Once again—we'll see ... 

Eileen Emery, Wallumbilla 
Queensland 
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GET YOUR LIFE 
IN ORDER 

with the 1997 Guide Calendar 

A month to a view, opens out to a large full 

colour 297 x 420mm with 12 fantastic 
photographs of guides around Australia. 

Name: 

Address for delivery: 

Number of calendars required: 

Please return your completed coupon to your 

state Guide Shop today! 

(Price available from your Guide Shop) 
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Uniform Review for Girls 
Leaders, hands off! This survey is for girls to have their say. 

WIN A PRIZE! 
Girls: enter the draw by returning this form and you could win goods of your choice from Guide retail outlets. to 
the value of $100.00. There will also be two $50 vouchers for camping gear, gifts or clothing. 

Copy this form for your friends who may not be guides and return their form with yours. Perhaps you may like to 
ask your parents for their opinion! 

Note: Answer like this 	 Yes (like) 

No (dislike) 	❑X 

Do guides need a uniform for special occasions? 	 Yes ❑ 	No ❑ 

What do you now wear as: formal uniform? 

informal uniform? 

What do you like about the current formal uniform? 	  

cullottes ❑ skirt ❑ belt ❑ polo shirt ❑ scarf ❑ sash ❑ none of it ❑ 

Is there a uniform (eg school, community group, etc) which you really like? Name the group 

Why do you like this? 	  

Would you wear any of the following as part of informal uniform? 

Akubra style hats ❑ 	slacks 	❑ 	skirt 	❑ 	shorts 	❑ 	t-shirt 	U jeans 	U 

fleecy tops 	❑ 	skivvies ❑ 	joggers 	❑ 	shoes 	❑ 	socks 	U belts 	U 

singlet tops 	❑ 	sashes 	❑ 	polo shirt ❑ 	leggings ❑ 	boots 	❑ scarves U 

woollen jumper 	❑ 	blouse 	❑ 	overalls 	❑ 	popovers ❑ 	crop tops 	U bike pants ❑ 

wide brimmed hats011 	rugby tops ❑ 	waistcoats ❑ 	peak caps ❑ 	windcheaters ❑ cullottes U 

What would you like to wear to unit meetings? Winter 	  

Summer 	  

Look at the designs from other countries on the inside covers of September GiA and tick three boxes of your choice. 

AU BU CD DJ ED FU GU H ❑ 

8 	Do you like to wear badges on your: Shirt  Yes ❑ No ❑ 	Sash Yes ❑ No ❑ 

If not, where would you put your badges? 	  

Please return no later than 30 September to: Youth Uniform Review Committee, Girl Guide State Office, PO Box 739, Fortitude Valley 
Queensland 4006. 

Name 

Are you a guide Yes U 	No U 	 Unit 

Age 

Address 

 

Postcode 

   

Parent's signature: 

 

Thank you for helping us in 
this way! Colour photographs of overseas guide clothes 

are on the inside covers of the September 1996 
issue of GiA. Ask to see a copy! 
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